Meeting opened 7:15 pm, Suzy Velcou (president) in the chair.

Oval Launch (Friday 14 December)

Plans are moving towards the opening on Friday 14 December, after the Year 10 graduation. Andrea and Suzy are organising invitation. Loose ends will be collected and tried up at the next meeting.

A reminder that P&C are asked to “bring a plate”, then join in sharing the collected plates.

Trivia Night 2007 (Saturday 1 December)

Plans are coming along for for A Hhardt Day’s Night.

Bookings are still a little slow, Geoff will send a reminder notice to the P&C distribution list.

Bubblers

This issue has been allowed to lapse with everything else going on; Suzy will talk to Terry.

Orientation Day (Thursday 6 December)

This will be held in the Performance Space this year, which should have better space and access than previously. There have been a number of volunteers to assist with Uniform sales and general assistance. Volunteers are still welcome; please email Laura at laurahart@ozemail.com.au.
Uniform Shop

Business has recently been slow, but the change of season is likely to lead to increased demand in the coming month.

There is increased interest in second-hand clothing and a request should be made to year 10 students to bring their old uniforms in to the shop.

Carols by Candlelight (Sunday 16 December)

Suzy is organising candles. We will arrange people and organisation next meeting.

Campaign for Funding Equity across Campus

Maggie, Jeff, Andrea and Suzy are working on a draft document.

Proposed Art Show (2008)

There is a proposal for an Art Show in 2008.

Email will be sent to parents inviting interest and involvement.

Vandalism

There have been two recent instances of vandalism in the School. This is highly regrettable.

The Council and the P&C will draft a letter requesting that a design weakness in one of the external gates be fixed.

Highlights

The meeting suggests that Highlights be published on the School’s web page and that the email to families contains a link to the document rather than posting the entire document.

Website

The meeting feels that to would be valuable to rework the School and P&C web pages.

Andrea will organise a meeting with Laura, Geoff, Mike Fullerton and Jayne McMaster to consider options.
Lockers

Next year, with an influx of eager new locker-lovers, is approaching. Do we need to buy more lockers for next year? Are the current set fully utilised? Is there sufficient money from previous locker sales to buy more lockers? Eileen will talk to Bahieh.